previously unused service. At the
same time, the connections from
the homes to the 6-inch service
were inferior, with the transitions
using just a rubber O-ring and
some cement.”
As the years passed, root intrusion became a more serious problem, with significant maintenance
attention focused on the subdivision.
John Bartholomew is a BTMA
technician responsible for the township’s closed circuit camera inspections, which utilize a Pearpoint CCTV
camera from SPX Corporation.
“We like to televise the entire
The department’s in-house jetting
truck is a Vactor 2100 Series unit.

system, which takes about four years,
then start all over again,” says Bartholomew. “It’s an ongoing process. We’ve been in that development
and we’ve seen the heavy root
intrusion. We’ve tried cutting out
the roots and we’ve tried root
foaming, which we can now handle in-house with the purchase of
an injection system, but we weren’t
impressed with the results.”
The subdivision’s system continued to perform so poorly and
required so much maintenance
that the authority began to examine two scenarios: dig and replace
the entire system, or reline the
entire system. The cost of traditional trenching and replacement

of all the sewer mains and laterals
was estimated in the millions of
dollars. Based on regional per-foot
prices offered by private contractors for similar projects, the cost of
relining the mains and laterals was
estimated at about $840,000.
“The private sector is in the business to make money,” says Hunsberger. “We saw our business as
saving money for ratepayers. At this
point, we began to examine some
way to do this relining work ourselves and come out ahead.”
After examining the options,
the department recommended
purchasing the Perma-Liner Top
Gun system, using an epoxy resin
lining, to the authority board.

Crunching the numbers
“After crunching the numbers,
we believed we could complete the
project for around $634,000, including the cost of staff labor,” says
Hunsberger. “Although labor is a
hard cost, it was a cost we realized
we paid regardless of the tasks
assigned to our staff. So to get an
actual look at the savings, we subtracted another $106,000 in labor
costs. We were now looking at
$528,000 for all mainlining equipment and lining materials. At the
Martin Comer inserts a portable
RIDGID SeeSnake camera into a
lateral for inspection.
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Roots are removed from the
system with a Root Rat nozzle from
Chempure Products Corp.

“The private sector
is in the business to
make money. We saw our
business as saving money
for ratepayers. At this point,
we began to examine
some way to do this
relining work ourselves
and come out ahead.”
Steve Hunsberger
end of this first project, our staff
would be trained in CIPP lining
and the department would own a
valuable steam-cured relining system. It would all be paid for on the
very first job.”
In selling the project to the BTMA
board, Hunsberger presented a
worst-case scenario. If any part of
the relining process failed, a section of clay pipe would have to be
dug up and replaced — no different from what would have happened had the department selected
the dig-and-replace option.
“That was something we already
knew how to do,” he says. “Groundwater isn’t a problem in the area,
so at worst we would be trenching
and replacing a fraction of the system where the conditions are
favorable. The BTMA board didn’t
take much convincing and was
ready to accept that small risk
against the greater potential savings and the retention of the
equipment.”
Hunsberger’s department took
possession of a 22-foot PermaLiner turnkey lining trailer in
March, fully equipped for PermaLiner main and lateral lining.
The team began preparatory
work on the project that same
month on a house-by-house basis.
(continued)

The Veolia and Hardin County Water District #1 management team reviews
project progression maps related to the SSES (Sanitary Sewer Evaluation
Study) project. The team includes, from left, Anthony Link, project manager; Kenneth Morley, collections system supervisor; Preston Pendley,
engineering manager; Brett Pyles, operations manager; Jim Bruce, general
manager; and Justin Metz, WWTP operations supervisor/safety coordinator.

ment had authorized funds for a
series of individual projects focusing on a couple basins in the system.
“As opposed to doing those
basins individually, we decided to
do this all in one big project,” Morley says. “We’ve been asking for this
money for some time.”
The resulting SSES project will
cover eight of the system’s 10 basins
on the fort grounds.
Phase 1, now completed, consisted of about eight weeks of
flow monitoring. That phase also
included replacing 295 feet of failing bypass sanitary sewer line crossing a creek on the grounds of the
fort with a new 30-inch line, as well
as the rehab of two manholes on
the line.
The 528-foot-long bypass line
serves as an alternative to two
mainlines — one 36 inches, the
other 30 inches — that enter the
plant at about the same point.
Once bypass functionality is
restored, Morley says, either of the
mains can be temporarily shut off
to allow for cleaning and CCTV
work. That will enable Veolia to do
those jobs in-house instead of contracting them out.
Besides the two manholes rehabbed on that line, another 1,000
manholes are to be inspected as
part of the overall project.
“Some of the manholes were
installed back in the 1930s. We’ve
got very old pictures that show
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they’re brick,” Morley says. He
expects many of the older ones to
be replaced. “It’s gotten to the
point where the hydrogen sulfide
has deteriorated the manholes
pretty badly.”

Electrician David Miller at the main control panel at the wastewater
treatment plant in the PTB building (monitor by Pro-face).

them, and do the final review to
analyze what all our efforts have
accomplished,” Morley says.

Closer look

Project management

In Phase 2, problem areas identified from the flow monitoring will
get a closer look, using dye water
flooding and dual smoke blower
testing, Morley says. In addition,
the cleaning and CCTV contractor
will inspect and clean those portions of the system.
“We’ve got 75,000 feet of cleaning and camera work to be done by

There are other projects alongside the main one. The fort’s two
largest lift stations will be replaced,
several storm sewer lines will be
repaired, and a 40-inch box culvert
under the two main railroad lines
serving the fort will be replaced
as well.
In addition, the storm drainage system at the Fort Knox air-

“Some of the manholes were installed back in the
1930s. We’ve got very old pictures that show they’re
brick. It’s gotten to the point where the hydrogen
sulfide has deteriorated the manholes pretty badly.”
Kenneth Morley
the contractor,” Morley says. “Once
that’s done, we will be able to determine what lines need to be repaired
or replaced throughout the post.”
Where possible, crews will rehabilitate existing lines by lining them
with CIPP products from Insituform Technologies. Where lines are
too far gone for lining to do the
job, they’ll be replaced outright.
“Once all that’s done, we will
go back to the initial spots where
we had the flow monitors, reinstall

field is being renovated. That is in
part to accommodate potential
future runway renovations. Those
are all outside the SSES program,
with separate funding and their
own project management plans.
But the SSES is the big one,
and requires a level of organization to pull it off that is worthy of
the Army itself — an institution
well known for its expertise at
organizing and deploying a detailed
and complex strategic project.

With the deadline at the end of
the current year, “it’s a pretty tight
schedule,” says Morley. “That’s why
we chose a contractor that is capable of putting multiple crews if
needed on the project to complete
it in that timeframe.” The deadline
was written right into the bid’s
“scope of work” section.

Meetings and partnerships
So how to keep all those plates
spinning?
Regular progress meetings are
a given — once a month to start
with, and once a week when construction ramps up.
Strong partnerships are key.
Veolia, Hardin County Water District No. 1, and Fort Knox are all
partners, of course. But there are
other partnerships as well.
“We set the project up so it would
involve a partnership between an
engineering firm and a general
contractor,” Morley says.
The project was set up as a
design/build project. TSI Paving of
New Albany, Ind., is filling the general contractor role. It is teaming
with engineering firm Burgess &
Niple, based in Columbus, Ohio,
with offices in Louisville. Insituform Technologies has the lining
work, and Hydromax USA, with its
headquarters in Chandler, Ind.,

BETTER MOUSETRAPS
BETTER MOUSETRAPS
PRODUCT:

Permeable pavers
MANUFACTURER:

Unilock
800/864-5625
www.unilock.com
APPLICATION:

Stormwater collection
and filtering
BENEFITS:

Stops flooding, reduces
storm sewer loading,
filters pollutants
USER:

Charles City, Iowa

Permeable interlocking concrete
pavement (PICP) consists of pavers
separated by joints filled with small
stones. Water flows through the
joints and into layers of crushed
stone. The voids between the
stones hold water while it percolates into the soil below. (Photos
courtesy of Conservation Design
Forum)

NATURALLY
FILTERED

Permeable pavers help an Iowa community eliminate chronic flooding,
cut storm sewer loading and improve a historic neighborhood
By Ken Wysocky

“This installation
achieves zero discharge
with up to a two-year
rainfall, which is three
inches of rain. That’s
a big reduction in the
load conveyed by the
existing undersized
storm sewer system.”
Eric Otto
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F

or years, residents of a historic neighborhood in Charles
City, Iowa, endured street
and yard flooding after rains
of one inch or more. Instead of
installing new streets and storm
sewers to solve the problem, city
officials chose permeable pavers.
Now, 154,500 square feet of attractive concrete paver-block roads
line 17 blocks of this city of nearly
8,000 residents. The paver system
naturally collects and filters stormwater runoff, reducing loading to
the storm sewer system.
“People at Unilock, which manufactured the pavers, tell me this
is the largest residential retrofit
permeable-paver project in the
United States,” says Eric Otto, a civil

and water resources engineer at
Conservation Design Forum of
Elmhurst, Ill., which designed the
project. “This installation achieves
zero discharge with up to a twoyear rainfall, which is three inches
of rain. That’s a big reduction in
the load conveyed by the existing
undersized storm sewer system.”
Even with a 10-year rainfall, the
$3 million paver system is designed
to reduce runoff by more than 60
percent and decrease peak discharge by more than 90 percent.
In addition, the system effectively
filters pollutants, which adhere to
the stones below the pavers until
microorganisms break them down,
says Tom Price, principal water resources engineer for Conservation

Design. That helps protect the Cedar River, which runs through the
city and is a vital resource.

Natural drainage
Permeable interlocking concrete
pavement (PICP) consists of pavers separated by joints filled with
small stones. Water flows through
the joints and into layers of crushed
stone. The voids between the stones
hold water while it percolates into
the soil below. Voids make up
about 30 to 40 percent of an installation, says David Smith, technical director for the Interlocking
Concrete Pavement Institute.
From bottom to top, t he
Charles City installation consists
of a layer of woven polypropylene

“It came down to playing it safe versus doing the right
thing, and it has turned out really well for us.”
Tom Brownlow

Stormwater frequently pooled in
the streets of Charles City before
permeable pavers were put down.

geotextile, two feet of open-graded
3/4-inch stone, a 1-inch-thick setting bed of open-graded 3/8-inch
stone chips, and 3 1/8-inch-thick
precast concrete paver blocks
rated to handle more than 8,000
psi, with a 50-year lifespan.
Sandy subgrade soil in the
area enhances the paver system’s
performance. The installation also
uses parkway bioretention swales
that absorb runoff from house roofs,
sidewalks and front yards and trap
sediment that could clog the paver
system. In addition, cobble infiltration areas in the triangles created by sidewalks at intersections
capture curb and gutter runoff.

Years of flooding
Completed in November 2010,
the paver system eliminated flooding. “People experienced a lot of
ponding in their yards,” says Tom
Brownlow, city administrator. “When
that part of town was developed,
storm sewers weren’t common, so
sections of it have no storm sewers.
In other parts, the sewers are undersized. Plus, the roads had a big
hump in the middle, thanks to
multiple recoatings. Sometimes the
road was higher than the front yards.”
When Brownlow was hired in
2006, the flooding was a top issue.
The city considered installing a new
storm sewer system and building

new concrete roads, until Brownlow saw a representative from
Conservation Design give a presentation about permeable pavers.
He found them attractive because they addressed both road
deterioration and flooding, and
were environmentally friendly.
“We want to do the right things
environmentally, and this treats
water naturally,” he says. “It goes
back into the aquifer instead of
flowing back into the river.”

Stimulus funds
Federal economic stimulus
money and a $100,000 grant from
the state paid for nearly 25 percent of the project. A state loan financed the rest, and it will be paid
off in no more than 20 years by
revenue from a 1 percent sales tax.
A new concrete road and storm
sewers would have cost about 30
percent less, but on average, pavers are more durable and require
less maintenance.
“Also, if we put in a conventional concrete road, all that water
runoff goes into stormwater mains,
which means we’d have to upsize
the storm sewers downstream,”
Brownlow says. “That’s one thing
the cost comparison ignores. It
came down to playing it safe versus doing the right thing, and it
has turned out really well for us.”
Comprehensive education, including public meetings and explanatory stories in the local newspaper, helped ease any concerns.
Residents clearly enjoy their beautiful new streets and water-free
yards. “It looks so attractive that
people in other parts of town are
asking if we can do the same thing
in their neighborhood,” Brownlow
says. “Some people even want to
do their driveways with permeable
pavers. It’s kind of neat that they’re
embracing the technology.” F

Sandy subgrade soil in the area enhances the paver system’s performance.
The installation also uses parkway bioretention swales that absorb runoff
from house roofs, sidewalks and front yards and trap sediment that could
clog the paver system. In addition, cobble infiltration areas in the triangles
created by sidewalks at intersections capture curb and gutter runoff.

From bottom to top, the Charles City installation consists of a layer of
woven polypropylene geotextile, two feet of open-graded, 3/4-inch stone,
a 1-inch-thick setting bed of open-graded 3/8-inch stone chips, and
3 1/8-inch-thick precast concrete paver blocks rated to handle more
than 8,000 psi, with a 50-year lifespan.
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TECHNOLOGY TEST DRIVE
as the camera’s onboard lighting
produced plenty of light inside the
demonstration pipe, allowing for
a clear image.
The Pathfinder XL runs at a
variable voltage between 100 and
200 volts DC to accommodate
fluctuating power levels that decrease as the cable is extended farther. The unit has over-under voltage
protection as a safety feature.
Once the unit had completed
its run through the demonstration pipe, Thorpe used the control box to disengage the engine
from the wheels. That allowed him
to use the cable reel to retrieve the
unit; to back a cable-connected
camera up any appreciable distance would cause the transporter
to rapidly “trip” over its cable
and snag.

Observer’s suggestions
The Pathfinder XL easily went
through its paces. The replace-
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ment of the tires was swift and appeared easy to undertake.
The auxiliary light unit enhanced the images inside the pipe
considerably.
When steered, the unit moved
in a very short radius to change
direction.
The automatic lift arm extended
and retracted smoothly under the
operator’s direction.

Manufacturer’s comments
Thorpe noted that the unit is
supplied with an extendable pole
to which a special hooked bracket
can be attached. The hook engages two short shafts near the
center of the tractor unit. The system allows the tractor to be lowered into and raised from a
manhole without straining the
connection cable or the connection itself.
The bracket unit also contains
two small holes in which a pair of

The monitor shows images from
the inspection demonstration.

miniature Maglite flashlights can
be inserted. The extra lighting is
intended to make it easier for
the operator to retrieve the unit
from the darkness of a manhole
without the assistance of mirrors,
Thorpe said.
In its base configuration, the
transporter comes with three sets
of tires: 3 3/8 inch, 4 3/8 inch and
5 inch. Spare parts, the controller,
the lift hook and assorted accesso-

The rear-facing camera, which is on
the transporter unit itself, allows
the operator to see what is behind
the unit as it is being pulled back.

ries are also included.
In addition to the auxiliary
light kit, a variety of large-wheel
kit options are available.
Thorpe said the speed of the
unit has been paced at anywhere
from 54 feet/minute for the smallest wheel size to 76 feet/minute
for the 5-inch wheels. F

PRODUCT FOCUS

CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL
ROOT CONTROL
By Briana Jones

Deluxe root cutter

The deluxe, heavy-duty, high-speed
rotating Pro Root Cutter from Amazing Machinery is designed to cut roots
and remove scale and debris. Available
in both 3/8- and 1/2-inch NPT, the
nozzle operates with wire extensions
inside PVC and clay tile lines, and with chain extensions inside iron pipes.
It is recommended that the 3/8-inch cutter be used on an 18 hp or larger
jetter, while the 1/2-inch cutter can be used with a 24 hp or larger jetter.
Chains for 3-, 4-, 5- or 6-inch lines and wires for 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-inch lines
are included. The nozzle can be custom drilled to any orifice size.
800/504-7435; www.amazingmachinery.com.

Trailer-mounted jetter

The Model STB2712H trailer-mounted
sewer jetter from Cam Spray offers 2,700
psi operating pressure and 11.5 gpm
using a Honda 27 hp engine. The
unit cleans lines up to 10 inches
in diameter. Features includes a
400-foot 1/2-inch hose on a DC powered reel with 2:1 drive system and
foot control switch, 300-gallon water tank with low water shutdown, powder-coated trailer with 5,000-pound axle, washdown gun and hose, and
four-nozzle set. 800/648-5011; www.camspray.com.

Low-maintenance nozzles

Root Rat cutting nozzles from Chempure are
used with jetters from 11 hp units to large truckmounted models. Manufactured of hardened stainless steel, the cutters come with a toolbox with two
interchangeable rotors: one with cables and the
other with chains. The combination kit includes
extra chain, cable and bearings. They need no repair or rebuilding other
than bearing replacement, which can be completed in less than two
minutes for less than $10 in parts. 800/288-7873; www.chempure.com.

Sectional cables

Sectional cables from Draincables Direct range from
the 5/8-inch R type x 7 1/2-foot-long cables and the 7/8inch R type x 15-foot-long cables to the 1 1/4-inch R type
heavy-duty sectional cable. All cables include button-lock
couplings. Additional couplings, adapters and blades are
available. 800/421-4580; www.draincables.com.
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Sled machine

The DM55 sled drain machine from
Duracable Manufacturing offers a maintenance-free gearbox, an industrial 3/4 hp
motor at 175 rpm and an indestructible frame. The
high-performance gearbox has a 10:1 gear ratio with a cantilever weight
capacity of 900 pounds. The drain machine offers fully enclosed polyethylene reels in a variety of sizes, and a standard power cable feed and
return. The unit works on main lines, commercial, flood drains, grease
and roots. 800/247-4081; www.duracable.com.

Hydrostatic cleaner

The Model 800 hydrostatic sewer cleaner from Electric
Eel cleans 4- to 24-inch-diameter pipes for distances
up to 650 feet. It features variable-drive speeds and
an automatic transmission. A convenient hand
lever controls the cleaning speeds at full
torque from 50 to 1,000 rpm. The unit runs
8-foot sectional, heavy-duty, self-feeding
municipal cables that require no handling
by the operator and allow for fast cleaning.
Right-hand wound outer coils and 11/16-inchdiameter left-hand wound inner coils, both anchored to the coupling,
reduce helixing and loss of cable in pipelines. The open space outer coil
design helps loosen deposits and auger them back. Snap-Lock couplings
provide easy joining of the 5-foot sections with no set screws, nuts or loose
pins. An 8 hp gasoline engine or optional 9 hp diesel engine are available. A removable handle for compact storage and transport is also available. 800/833-1212; www.electriceel.com.

Root buster

The FOG Buster system from Vactor
Manufacturing breaks through fat, oil and
grease buildups and prevents damaging
overflows in sewer lines. The system can be
placed on new or existing Vactor sewer cleaners or jetters. The kit includes
a durable, 25-gallon tank, a simple metering device and an environmentally friendly grease emulsifier solution. The solution is biodegradable,
non-caustic, non-corrosive, and does not contain phosphates.
The industrial-strength detergent (a blend of surfactants that penetrate and soften animal fat, vegetable oil and grease) is released into the
sewer line where the buildup has occurred. Once the FOG has been
emulsified, it will not re-solidify. The mixture of dissolved grease and
solution continually mixes with the wastewater as it travels through the
line, working its way to the treatment plant. The solution also penetrates
pipe surfaces to slow future buildup. 800/627-3171; www.vactor.com.

Chain scrapers

Enz USA chain scrapers clean
pipes from 3 to 48 inches in diameter.
The scrapers come with sealed bearings, which allows for operation with
clean and recycled water. In addition
to removing roots, the units also remove
grease, solids, mineral deposits, concrete and grout. Available
with 6- to 24-inch diameters, the Diamond Tap Cutters can also remove
protruding laterals. 877/369-8721; www.enzusainc.com.

Cutting blades

Clog Chopper cutting blades from General Pipe
Cleaners are multifunction tools with six self-sharpening blades that break through encrusted debris, root
masses, scale, crystallized urine and other stoppages
without damaging the pipe. The spherical design
maneuvers around tight ends and traps to clean metal,
plastic and clay pipes. The tools clean stacks, downspouts, mainlines and drainpipes. They come in 1-, 1
1/2-, 2-, 2 1/2-, 3- and 4-inch sizes and a variety of connector options for General and other major brands of cable machines.
800/245-6200; www.drainbrain.com.

Sewer and storm cutter

The Paikert sewer and storm cutter nozzle
from NozzTeq is a low-speed, hydro-torque
impact cutter designed for severe root blockages, concrete, grease, protruding laterals and
any other substance. The cutter uses double
root saw blades along with single hardened bits
to remove thick heavy root growth. It operates up
to 5,000 psi and is available in sizes from 4 to 24 inches
with the proper jetting machine. 866/620-5915; www.nozzteq.com.

Monitoring control
system

The MC Advanced Series combination vacuum and jetting machine
from GapVax has a system control
that includes a monitoring system
allowing the operator to observe
and troubleshoot the entire system. The display screen (one inside/one outside) will control hydraulics,
blower, and water pump operations with a complete complement of
gauges. All body, boom and hose reel functions, vacuum break, throttle,
area and safety lighting are wirelessly controlled, while still maintaining
proportional boom and hose reel control. The job card feature allows
users to keep track of blower and water pump hours and logs the time of
each job, among other things.
Features include 3/16-inch ASTM A572 Grade 50 Exten steel, 5- to
12-inch-cubic-yard (stainless steel also available) debris body, and stainless steel water tank with a capacity of up to 2,000 gallons. Vacuum pump

options range from 3,000 to 5,000 cfm with up to 27 inches Hg. The
heavy-duty, double-acting, single-lift cylinder provides a stable 50-degree
dump angle. The 8-foot, front-mounted telescopic boom includes duallift cylinders, reaching 26 feet with a 270-degree rotation. 888/442-7829;
www.gapvax.com.

Pneumatic cutter

The Micro-Cutter from Nu Flow Technologies
is a pneumatic cutter used to clean and remove
calcite and roots from the inside of a variety of
pipes including steel, cast iron and Orangeburg.
The system rotates at 1,500 rpm in 1 1/2- to
6-inch pipes in lengths up to 100 feet, and will
negotiate turns of 90 degrees in pipes down to 2 inches in diameter.
The cutter runs at 40 cfm and allows for multiple cutting heads. The
heads can cut through dense corrosion and root intrusion. The drill tip
has an adjustable spline available in various sizes to match different pipe
diameters. 800/834-9597; www.nuflowtech.com.

Combo sewer cleaner

The AllJetVac P Series combination sewer cleaner from Vacall
provides high-efficiency jetting
action and vacuum power to open
clogged sewer lines and perform
needed maintenance. The units feature a hose reel in the front with an
optional axial pivot for multi-directional productivity. There are no pinalignment problems due to a dual latching system. The heavy-duty reel
drive system consists of a planetary gearbox driven by a hydraulic motor
that incorporates a cross-port valve that cushions the system.
The vacuum and jetting systems are powered by the chassis’ engine,
enabling users to open clogged lines and remove debris while reducing
fuel consumption. Built with an oval-shaped debris body and cylindrical
sides, the units are designed for extra strength and efficient material
dumping. Water tanks are made of high-quality aluminum and mounted
to create equal balance between axles. An AllSmartFlow CANbus control
system, located inside a protective cabinet, has a programmable LCD
display that monitors water flow, engine performance and vacuum functions. Debris tanks are available in 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-cubic-yard capacities.
Water tanks are available in 1,000-, 1,200- and 1,500-gallon sizes.
800/382-8302; www.vacallindustries.com.

Root foam

Vaporooter formula kills roots on contact
and inhibits re-growth for years. The formula
is a combination of metam sodium and
dichlobenil. Metam sodium penetrates root
cells, while dichlobenil bonds to pipe walls, joints and cracks, preventing
new root growth. Vaporooter’s Jet Set Commander unit allows for easy
application of the root control formula. The unit provides a touch screen
for operators to go from jetting to foaming in seconds. 800/841-1444;
www.vaporooter.com.
(continued)
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